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Abstract

The problem of credit card fraud detection is
approached by a semi-supervised classifica-
tion task on a data stream. The DISSFCM
algorithm is applied, which is based on Dy-
namic Incremental Semi-Supervised Fuzzy
C-Means that processes data grouped in
small-size chunks. Experimental results on a
real-world dataset of credit card transactions
show that DISSFCM has comparable results
with some fully-supervised stream data
classification methods, also in presence of a
high percentage of unlabeled data.
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1 Introduction

Financial frauds are exponentially growing in the last
decades due to money dematerialization. Credit cards
are preferred to cash for any kind of payments, either
online or offline [1]. Consequently, credit card fraud
is becoming an emerging problem, since it annually
causes the loss of billions of dollars. Fraud Preven-
tion Systems (FPS), such as encryption algorithms,
firewalls, etc., are used to stop frauds before they oc-
cur in the system. However these mechanisms are not
sufficient to completely avoid frauds [2] and a further
protection level is needed. Fraud Detection Systems
(FDS) are used to discover and identify fraudulent ac-
tivities that are already entered in the system.

The huge amount of information related to the credit
card activities, makes manual analysis time consuming
and inefficient, or even impractical. For this reason,
automatic techniques are necessary to analyze the cus-
tomer activity data flow. In this scenario, data mining

techniques are widely used for credit fraud detection,
as they are able to detect hidden patterns in data,
related to the fraudulent activities. Indeed the data
analysis process is based on the study of customers’
behaviour in order to separate legitimate from fraud-
ulent transactions. These methods construct models,
based on the previous customer behavior, to detect
anomalies in his/her activities.

Due to the dynamic nature of credit card transaction
data, incremental learning, rather than static learning,
is suitable for fraud detection. Incremental learning
considers data as a continuous stream and processes
each new instance on arrival [3]. In this context it is
important to preserve the previously acquired knowl-
edge as well as to properly update it as new obser-
vations arrive. When the data distribution changes,
the classifier should be able to learn from a new fraud
distribution and forget outdated knowledge. A fraud
classifier is required to be able to respond to changes
in the data distribution (concept drift), while ensuring
that it still retains relevant past knowledge. As fraud
evolves over time, the classification model should be
adapted to the new distribution.

The recent literature of fraud detection includes both
supervised and unsupervised techniques. Supervised
methods create models to discriminate between known
fraudulent and non-fraudulent transactions by requir-
ing that class labels (e.g. genuine or fraudulent) of
past transactions are available, so that new observa-
tions can be assigned to classes [4]. However, accu-
rate labeling of fraudulent transactions in historical
databases is an information that is often in short sup-
ply or non-existent.

Indeed, the assumption of labeled data is quite unre-
alistic in the context of credit card transactions [5].
In a real-world FDS, the stream of payment requests
is quickly scanned by automatic tools that analyze all
the transactions and alert the most suspicious. Auto-
matic analysis is often not sufficiently reliable in such a
delicate context, therefore intelligent data analysis [6],
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which involves a human domain expert in the analy-
sis loop, could be required to decide when an activ-
ity is actually fraudulent . Thus, alerts are then in-
spected by professional investigators that contact the
cardholders to determine the true nature (either gen-
uine or fraudulent) of each alerted transaction. By
doing this, investigators provide a feedback to the sys-
tem in the form of labeled transactions, which can be
used to train or update the classifier, in order to pre-
serve (or possibly improve) the fraud-detection per-
formance over time. Due to time and cost constraints,
the vast majority of transactions cannot be verified
by investigators and remain unlabeled until customers
discover and report frauds, or until a sufficient amount
of time has elapsed such that those transactions are
considered genuine. Thus, in practice, most of labeled
samples are provided with a substantial delay, a prob-
lem known as verification latency [7]. The only recent
supervised information made available to update the
classifier is provided through the alert-feedback inter-
action. Most papers in the literature using supervised
learning ignore the verification latency as well as the
alertfeedback interaction, and unrealistically assume
that the label of each transaction is regularly made
available to the FDS (e.g., on a daily basis) [8].

Supervised methods require that we have examples
of both classes, and they can only be used to detect
frauds of a type that has previously occurred. These
methods also suffer from the problem of unbalanced
class sizes: in fraud detection problems, the legitimate
transactions generally far outnumber the fraudulent
ones and this imbalance can cause misspecification of
models.

Unsupervised methods do not require the prior knowl-
edge on class transactions and are oriented to de-
tect new fraudulent behaviours or unusual transac-
tions [9, 10]. For example in [11] clustering is used
to form customer profiles in order to identify new hid-
den fraud patterns. They model a baseline distribu-
tion that represents normal behaviour and then at-
tempt to detect observations that show greatest de-
parture from this norm. Hence unsupervised methods
detect behavior anomalies by identifying transactions
that do not conform to the majority. An advantage of
using unsupervised methods over supervised methods
is that previously undiscovered types of fraud may be
detected with no need of labeled data on past trans-
actions. Unsupervised learning is suitable when the
behavior of fraudsters is evolving and we need to iden-
tify new patterns or anomalies (outliers). Hence pre-
viously undiscovered types of fraud may be detected.
However, completely unsupervised methods are unable
to exploit expert knowledge that can be injected by la-
beling transactions as fraud/non-fraud; this is crucial
as anomalies may just be the initial manifestation of

an evolution of a customer’s behavior.

For this reason we believe that semi-supervised learn-
ing, using both unlabeled and labeled data, may be a
good solution to design classifiers for fraud detection.
Despite the large number of works on semi-supervised
learning [12, 13], to our knowledge there are no papers
that address the problem of credit card fraud detection
by partially supervised learning.

In this paper we propose the use of incremental semi-
supervised learning for credit card fraud detection. We
show that our dynamic incremental semi-supervised
fuzzy clustering algorithm (DISSFCM) [14], [15] can
be an effective technique to recognize fraudulent ac-
tivities in credit card transaction data streams.

2 Data stream classification by
DISSFCM

The structure of the data stream X is formalized as a
sequence of chunks, i.e. X = X1, X2, . . . , Xt, . . .. Each
chunkXt ⊂ Rn includes a numberNt of samples. Each
sample x ∈ Rn is characterized by numerical features
and belongs to a class in C = {1, . . . , C} through a
classification function f : X 7→ C. According to the
semi-supervised hypothesis, the classification function
is generally known only for some samples. We formal-
ize this hypothesis through a function b : X 7→ {0, 1}
such that b(x) = 1 iff x is pre-labeled, i.e. its class value
f(x) is known. This is a reasonable hypothesis in the
context of credit card fraud detection (see Section 1).

The goal is to create a data stream classifier by exploit-
ing partial supervision when available. To this aim,
we leverage a fuzzy clustering process that takes into
account the partial availability of class labels among
samples. In [16] we introduced an incremental semi-
supervised clustering method for data stream clas-
sification. The method was successively refined by
enabling the dynamic determination of the number
of clusters through a splitting procedure, leading to
the DISSFCM (Dynamic Incremental Semi-Supervised
FCM) algorithm [14].

One key feature of DISSFCM is the possibility to
exploit partial supervision when available. Namely,
when some pre-labeled data are available in a chunk,
their labels can be used to drive the clustering pro-
cess. The presence of pre-labeled data is not manda-
tory but it should be assured in the first chunk in order
to properly initialize the cluster prototypes. The core
of DISSFCM is the Semi-Supervised Fuzzy C-Means
(SSFCM) algorithm [17], which embeds partial super-
vision in the standard FCM algorithm by adapting the
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objective function as follows:

J =
K∑

k=1

Nt∑
j=1

umjkd
2
jk + α

K∑
k=1

Nt∑
j=1

(ujk − bjfjk)md2jk (1)

where K ≥ C is the number of clusters, Nt = |Xt| is
the cardinality of the t-th chunk in the data stream,
ujk ∈ [0, 1] is the membership degree of a sample xj

in the k-th cluster, m > 1 is a fuzzification factor
that is used in FCM to regulate the smoothness of
fuzzy clusters (we use m = 2 as commonly reported
in literature), djk is the Euclidean distance between
sample xj and center ck of the k-th cluster, α ≥ 0
is a regularization parameter for the second part of
the objective function that exploits class information,
bj = b(xj) and fjk = 1 iff the j-th sample has the
same class label of the k-th cluster.

In DISSFCM the SSFCM algorithm is applied incre-
mentally so as to enable continuous update of clusters
based on new data chunks. When a new chunk is avail-
able, SSFCM granulates data in the chunk by produc-
ing a set of K clusters represented by K labeled pro-
totypes P = {p1,p2, ...,pK}, representatives for the
local data in the current chunk. Each prototype pk

(with k = 1, . . . ,K) is a medoid, i.e. the sample clos-
est to the cluster centroid ck. Before starting the clus-
tering process, K labeled data are randomly chosen
to initialize the prototypes, so that each cluster proto-
type is associated to a class label. To take into account
the evolution of the data during the incremental clus-
tering process, the cluster prototypes discovered from
the previous chunk are used to initialize SSFCM for
the current chunk.

In order to adapt the model to the evolving struc-
ture of data, DISSFCM is equipped with a splitting
mechanism [14] that is applied to the current cluster
structure in order to split a low-quality cluster into
two higher-quality clusters. Denoted by Ck the clus-
ter related to the centroid ck, its quality is evaluated
in terms of the reconstruction error [17]

Vmax = max
k

∑
xj∈Ck

‖xj − x̂j‖2 (2)

which measures the difference between the original
data xj and their reconstructed counterpart x̂j that
are derived using the cluster prototypes pk and mem-
bership degrees ujk as follows:

x̂j =

∑K
k=1 u

2
jkpk∑K

k=1 u
2
jk

(3)

The splitting mechanism is activated when the abso-
lute difference of Vmax between two consecutive chunks
is above a threshold ε. This means that the current

number of clusters is not enough to effectively repre-
sent the data, hence the number of clusters should be
augmented. The cluster having the highest value of
the reconstruction error, i.e. the cluster exhibiting the
lowest reconstruction ability, is selected as candidate
for splitting. The splitting is performed by means of
the Conditional Fuzzy Clustering [18] applied to the
collection of data samples belonging to the cluster so
as to create two novel prototypes. After conditional
clustering, the prototype of the split cluster is replaced
by two novel prototypes that inherit the class label of
the original prototype. Then membership values uik
are recomputed as in SSFCM. The splitting is repeated
until the reconstruction error drops below the previous
value. A maximum pre-fixed number of splittings is
allowed for each chunk, to prevent the creation of too
many clusters.

To perform data classification, each sample is matched
against all prototypes and assigned to the class label
of the best-matching prototype. The matching mecha-
nism is based on the standard Euclidean distance that
is assumed to be used in DISSFCM algorithm to group
data into clusters. At the end, the algorithm returns
the most recent collection of the prototypes, reflect-
ing the data structure of the last data chunk. The
returned collection of prototypes can be used as input
for a new run of the algorithm as long as new data are
available from the data stream.

3 Experimental results

The DISSFCM algorithm was applied on a publicly
available dataset1 of real credit card transactions
[19]. Transaction records were gathered over a pe-
riod of about 48 hours. Every transaction has a time-
stamp, a monetary amount, and 28 other real-valued,
anonymized features. The dataset contains 284,807
transactions, of which 492 were fraudulent. Hence it
is highly imbalanced, with the positive class (frauds)
accounting for 0.172% of all transactions.

In order to simulate a semi-supervised problem, we
assume that data are only partially labeled, hence the
fraud detection problem is addressed under three chal-
lenging conditions:

1. the number of available labeled examples is small,
while the number of unlabeled examples is abun-
dant;

2. the positive examples (fraudulent transactions)
are very rare comparing with negative ones (le-
gitimate transactions);

1https://www.kaggle.com/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud
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Time slots #chunks chunk size
S1 24 hrs 2 142,403
S2 12 hrs 4 71,201
S3 6 hrs 8 35,600
S4 3 hrs 16 17,800
S5 1 hrs 48 5,933

Table 1: Different structures of the data stream con-
sidered for experiments.

3. data are not completely available for model build-
ing but only in small chunks.

We considered temporal slots to partition the dataset
in chunks, in order to simulate a data stream. As
reported in Table 1, we considered five different struc-
tures of the data stream (denoted by S1, S2, S3, S4, S5)
by defining chunks (time slots) of different granularity.
Specifically, we considered daily time slots (S1), half-
day slots (S2), six hours slots (S3), three hours slots
(S4), one hour slots (S5). Table 1 summarizes some
statistics on chunks. For each chunk, we considered
the subsequent chunk as test set.

Since the credit card dataset is highly imbalanced, pre-
diction could achieve very high accuracy score even
without detecting any fraud transaction. Hence proper
evaluation metrics for fraud detection should be used
[20]. As suggested in [21] we adopted the following
metrics to evaluate the predictive ability of the classi-
fier on the target class (fraudulent transaction):

• Precision = TP
TP+FP

• Recall = TP
TP+FN

• F1 = 2 Recall∗Precision
Recall+Precision

High precision denotes low occurrence of false alarms
(non-fraudulent transactions that are labelled as
fraudulent), while high recall denotes a small risk
of overlooking fraudulent transactions. The F1-score
gives the harmonic mean of both precision and recall.
All these measures are averaged over all the available
test sets.

The first set of simulations was devoted to evaluate
the accuracy of DISSFCM when changing the chunk
granularity (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5) and the percentage
of labeled data (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%). The main
goal of this study was to observe the influence of the
labeling percentage on the classification process.

To show how the classification model produced by
DISSFCM evolves during time by dynamically follow-
ing the data distribution, in fig. 1 we plot the recon-
struction error (2) when processing the stream S3 with

Figure 1: Trend of the reconstruction error in case S3
with %Labeling=25%.

25% of labeling. On the X-axis, we report the evolv-
ing stages from 0 to 10, where each stage can be either
a data clustering (green dots) or a cluster split (blue
dots); on the Y-axis, the reconstruction error (2) is
reported. At stage 1, two clusters are generated, one
for each class, and the reconstruction error computed.
At stage 2, a new chunk is presented and new data are
clustered accordingly. Since the reconstruction error
has increased, a split is performed and a new cluster is
added. This is reported in stage 3, where we observe
that the reconstruction error has sensibly decreased.
Other splits are applied at stage 6 and 7, leading to
a total number of five clusters. From this point on,
the reconstruction error stabilizes and the number of
clusters remains unchanged.

Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the average precision, recall and
F1-score computed on the test sets for DISSFCM by
varying the labeling percentage and the chunk gran-
ularity. It can be seen that when the chunk granu-
larity decreases (less samples in each chunk), the pre-
cision generally increases while the recall decreases.
Roughly speaking, as the chunk size becomes small,
the classifier becomes more selective (thus reducing
false alarms) but it is less sensitive to frauds that fol-
low patterns that are not well represented in small
chunks. The F1-score shows that these two phenom-
ena compensate together, and the overall quality of the
classifier does not change too much. Depending on the
target application, chunk size should be decided so as
to foster precision over recall or the contrary.

We observe similar results by varying the labeling per-
centage. This means that the classification ability of
DISSFCM is stable even with limited a priori informa-
tion on the class of transactions. This is worth in real
cases, where only a small portion of the whole data
can be labeled by the experts.

In the second set of simulations we compared DISS-
FCM (with 100% of labeled data) with other super-
vised incremental learning algorithms. To perform
comparison, we considered different methods available
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%Labeling
25 50 75 100

S1 0.50(—) 0.55(—) 0.56(—) 0.55(—)
S2 0.59(0.02) 0.60(0.01) 0.61(0.02) 0.61(0.02)
S3 0.75(0.15) 0.75(0.15) 0.75(0.14) 0.75(0.15)
S4 0.76(0.14) 0.72(0.24) 0.72(0.24) 0.67(0.30)
S5 0.73(0.31) 0.69(0.32) 0.71(0.34) 0.73(0.33)

Table 2: Average precision (and standard deviation)
on the test sets with DISSFCM, varying the labeling
percentage and the chunk granularity.

%Labeling
25 50 75 100

S1 0.79(—) 0.79(—) 0.79(—) 0.79(—)
S2 0.76(0.04) 0.76(0.04) 0.76(0.04) 0.76(0.04)
S3 0.69(0.19) 0.69(0.19) 0.69(0.19) 0.66(0.26)
S4 0.73(0.13) 0.70(0.22) 0.70(0.22) 0.62(0.29)
S5 0.67(0.27) 0.65(0.27) 0.63(0.29) 0.63(0.31)

Table 3: Average recall (and standard deviation) on
the test sets with DISSFCM, varying the labeling per-
centage and the chunk granularity.

in MOA (Massive Online Analysis)2 [22]. MOA is an
open source framework that includes a collection of
machine learning algorithms for data stream mining.
In particular, we considered seven machine learning al-
gorithms (listed in table 5) including incremental deci-
sion tree algorithms (Hoeffding Trees, and its variants
Hoeffding Option Trees and Hoeffding Adaptive Tree),
an incremental version of Naive Bayes algorithm, and
ensemble methods (OCBoost, OzaBag and OzaBoost).

Tables 6, 7 and 8 report the comparative results in
terms of average precision, recall and F1-score. It can
be seen that there is no method that prevails on the
others by varying the chunk granularity. We observe
that most methods worsen their performance when the
number of data in each chunk decrease. Conversely,
DISSFCM provides stable results varying the chunk
composition.

As a final remark, we observe that boosted meth-
ods achieve the best performance. This is to be ex-
pected since they produce ensemble of different clas-
sifiers. Despite the good accuracy, ensemble methods
produce highly complex classification models that are
difficult to interpret. On the contrary, DISSFCM pro-
duces simple classification models (with acceptable ac-
curacy) that can be easily interpreted by an expert
since they are expressed in form of cluster prototypes
that offer a synthetic representation of the data.

2https://moa.cms.waikato.ac.nz

%Labeling
25 50 75 100

S1 0.62(—) 0.65(—) 0.65(—) 0.65(—)
S2 0.66(0.03) 0.67(0.02) 0.68(0.02) 0.68(0.02)
S3 0.68(0.14) 0.69(0.14) 0.69(0.13) 0.64(0.25)
S4 0.74(0.12) 0.71(0.22) 0.71(0.22) 0.63(0.28)
S5 0.68(0.26) 0.64(0.28) 0.64(0.29) 0.66(0.29)

Table 4: Average F1-score (and standard deviation)
on the test sets with DISSFCM, varying the labeling
percentage and the chunk granularity.

Model Code
Hoeffding Adaptive Tree [23] M1
Hoeffding Option Trees [24] M2

Hoeffding Tree [25] M3
Naive Bayes incremental learner M4

OCBoost [26] M5
OzaBag [27] M6

OzaBoost [27] M7
DISSFCM M8

Table 5: Incremental learning algorithms used for com-
parison.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have applied DISSFCM, a dynamic
incremental semi-supervised fuzzy clustering to the
problem of credit card fraud detection. Preliminary
experimental results show that DISSFCM can cope
with some challenges characterizing fraud detection:
1) handling the class imbalance, since legitimate trans-
actions far outnumber the fraudulent ones and 2) op-
erating with a small number of recent transactions,
that may be partially labeled in the form of investi-
gators feedback. DISSFCM gives comparable results
to other incremental methods, and it adds the advan-
tage of dealing with partially labeled data without an
significant decay of performance.

Differently from boosted methods, which are more ac-
curate but less interpretable, DISSFCM creates the
classification model as a simple collection of cluster
prototypes that are easy to read and understand. This
is an added value because interpretability plays an im-
portant role in the context of credit card fault detec-
tion. In fact, automatic tools for FSD are used as
decision support systems for human experts that will
eventually analyze the activities that have been recog-
nized as fraudulent. Furthermore, experiments show
that DISSFCM is still effective with small chunks that
correspond to frequent data analysis. This reflect what
happens in real scenarios, where a fraudulent activity
needs to be detected as soon as it is possible.
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
M1 0.12(-) 0.41(0.48) 0.44(0.38) 0.43(0.38) 0.40(0.20)
M2 0.75(-) 0.83(0.04) 0.80(0.04) 0.79(0.08) 0.69(0.13)
M3 0.77(-) 0.82(0.04) 0.79(0.04) 0.79(0.08) 0.69(0.13)
M4 0.98(-) 0.05(0.00) 0.07(0.01) 0.06(0.01) 0.09(0.04)
M5 1.00(-) 0.80(0.07) 0.79(0.03) 0.67(0.14) 0.54(0.11)
M6 1.00(-) 0.92(0.03) 0.88(0.02) 0.87(0.03) 0.76(0.14)
M7 1.00(-) 0.67(0.07) 0.76(0.04) 0.80(0.06) 0.76(0.03)
M8 0.55(-) 0.61(0.02) 0.75(0.15) 0.67(0.30) 0.73(0.33)

Table 6: Comparison in terms of average precision
(and standard deviation).

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
M1 0.78(-) 0.65(0.09) 0.55(0.08) 0.48(0.15) 0.46(0.10)
M2 0.62(-) 0.50(0.07) 0.54(0.04) 0.53(0.05) 0.41(0.07)
M3 0.62(-) 0.50(0.07) 0.54(0.03) 0.54(0.05) 0.42(0.07)
M4 0.10(-) 0.77(0.05) 0.80(0.02) 0.81(0.03) 0.81(0.02)
M5 0.65(-) 0.69(0.03) 0.66(0.02) 0.61(0.07) 0.47(0.10)
M6 0.74(-) 0.54(0.09) 0.56(0.03) 0.56(0.05) 0.49(0.10)
M7 0.70(-) 0.63(0.06) 0.69(0.04) 0.67(0.04) 0.63(0.06)
M8 0.79(-) 0.76(0.04) 0.66(0.26) 0.62(0.29) 0.63(0.31)

Table 7: Comparison in terms of average recall (and
standard deviation).

Future works will be devoted to give better stability of
the method, which now shows an appreciable variance
in results. This could be achieved by working on more
refined ways for transferring the acquired knowledge
from one chunk to another. Moreover a merge mecha-
nism is under study, in order to limit the uncontrolled
growth of the number of clusters, that could lead the
predictive model to overfit the data.
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